1. Clean all dirt, rust, oil or loose scale from pipe end. Check surfaces where gasket contacts the pipe to ensure there are no imperfections such as gouges or grooves that will impair performance of the gasket seal.

2. Slide follower over pipe end.

3. Wipe gasket clean and lubricate the gasket, pipe O.D. and line cap body flare with soapy water or non-petroleum base lubricant. (Antifreeze may be added to soapy water in freezing weather).

4. Slide gasket over pipe end and assemble line cap body on pipe end as far as it will go (head should contact end of pipe).

5. Move follower ring and gasket into contact with body, and line up bolt holes with other follower on line cap body.

6. Insert bolts and tighten nuts, drawing up the follower evenly, until bolts have been tightened to recommended torque. (See chart on back)